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Abstract-The speed and thrust control strategy for a double 
sided linear switched reluctance motor (DSL-SRM) is elaborated 
in the paper, based on a simplified analytical model. The strategy 
is defined for different motor phase supply conditions and the 
dynamic characteristics are calculated via computer simulation 
for a sample motor, in order to sustain the theoretical results.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Linear motors are a good option for low or high speed mass 
transfer drive systems, besides being almost the exclusive 
solution for high force linear actuators. Up to few years ago, 
linear induction and synchronous motors were prevalent in 
industrial applications. Nowadays, some variable reluctance 
linear motors, such as switched reluctance (SRM) or transverse 
flux reluctance (TFRM), became an attractive alternative due 
to the lack of windings on either the stator or mover 
(translator) structure.  

Linear switched reluctance motors (LSRM), despite their 
relatively high demand for reactive power, are an attractive 
alternative for linear drive systems due to their three important 
advantages: modularity, fault tolerance and constructive 
simplicity. LSRMs have concentrated windings on either the 
stator or the mover, making them ideal for low-cost 
manufacturing and maintenance. Concentrated winding and 
totally independent phases’ supply enables LSRMs to operate 
even with a phase shorted or open as fault-tolerant system. The 
LSRMs modularity means that a drive system can have as 
many elementary modules of three or more phases LSRM as 
necessary to obtain the required tangential force. 

Quite many scientific works were dedicated to LSRMs 
construction, operation, supply and control. General hints 
concerning linear SRM are given in [1] and [2], while in [3] 
and [4] a double sided single mover LSRM is extensively 
presented. In [5] and [6] are detailed some interesting aspects 
concerning LSRM’s characteristics, supply and control. From 
the published papers dealing with LSRM’s control, two are 
mentioned here [7] and [8]. A simplified LSRM model is 
presented in [9]. 

In this paper, an attempt to an analytical development for 
LSRM control strategy is made based on a simplified 
mathematical model. All the developments are done 
considering a double sided LSRM with one mover which has 
low, if not zero, attraction forces. Three supply modes are 
discussed and for each one the basic equations are developed. 

In the second Section, the structure of a three phase double 
sided linear switched reluctance motor (DSL-SRM) is 
presented. The designed sample motor main data are given too. 
The third Section is dedicated to the DSL-SRM simplified 
analytical models. Two models, one based on the variable air-
gap equivalent permeance concept [6,9,10], and one using  
Fourier series to obtain flux linkage-current characteristics  are 
developed, and an equivalence between these models is 
defined. In the fourth Section, the results obtained via two 
dimensions finite element method (2D-FEM) analysis are 
given, and thrust versus mover position characteristics, at 
different currents, calculated analytically, are compared with 
the ones computed via 2D-FEM. The phase fluxes obtained for 
different motor phase supply conditions are given in the fifth 
Section, while the dynamic characteristics calculated via 
computer simulation, are presented in the sixth Section. 
Seventh Section contains the overall conclusions. 

II. DSL-SRM STRUCTURE 

 A double sided modular three phase linear motor 
construction is considered, Fig. 1. The three phase solution 
leads to a short module, and a single mover requires less steel 
laminations. 

The number of modules depends on the design requirements 
as total traction force, overall dimensions, supply converter, 
etc. The mover length is imposed by the considered 
application, which can be a short track transfer system, for 
instance. 

For the sake of simplicity, the calculations in the paper are 
carried on for two modules double sided single mover LSRM, 
but the results can be easily extended to motors with more than 
two modules. 

 
Fig. 1.  Single mover double sided LSRM layout. 
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TABLE I 
SAMPLE MOTOR MAIN DATA 

 Notation Unit Value 

Stator core width wS mm 100 

Stator pole pitch τpS mm 60 

Stator pole width wpS mm 30 

Stator slot opening wsS mm 35 

Stator slot height hsS mm 30 

Stator yoke height hyS mm 30 

Mover pole pitch τyM mm 90 

Mover pole width wpM mm 30 

Air-gap length g mm 1.5 

Coil turns number Nc - 70 

Rated phase current I A 24 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Core material B = f (H) curve. 

A sample three phase DSL-SRM was purposely designed. It 
has two modules and a simple topology, no optimization being 
carried out. The sample motor main data are given in Table 1. 
The iron core material B = f(H) curve is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

III. DSL-SRM ANALYTICAL MODELS 

Two analytical models are proposed and the equivalence 
between these models is defined. 

One simplified model developed for LSRM, in order to 
define the control strategy, is based on the equivalent variable 
air-gap permeance method presented in [9],[10],[11],[12] 
where it was applied to stepper linear motor, to rotating SRM 
and to transverse flux reluctance motor respectively. Within 
the permeance model, the phase flux linkage is defined as: 
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with ]2/,0[ pMx  the linear coordinate having the value 
zero in the aligned position. τpM, i, g, N are mover pole pitch, 
phase current, actual air-gap length and series number of turns 

per phase coil. Ap, the stator pole area is equal to the rotor pole 
area for the sake of simplicity. Coefficient ag depends on the 
air-gap equivalent variable permeance coefficient Pcoeff [12] 
and on Carter’s factor KC calculated when the slots are 
considered only on the mover. 

The variable saturation factor KS [12], depends on the core 
material and dimensions via KS0 and on phase current via 
coefficients A and B. 
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The saturation constant KS0 can be calculated by: 

)/)(/1(1 00 gcorS llK                      (3) 

where lco, lg are the mean length of magnetic path in the core 
and in the air-gap respectively, and μr0 is the initial relative 
permeability of the core material.  

The saturation factor coefficients A and B are polynomial 
functions of the phase current, and an estimation can be 
obtained through a curve fitting procedure by considering a set 
of saturation functions calculated for different currents. 

For a given phase current value i1, the saturation factors of 
aligned and unaligned mover position are calculated based on 
2D-FEM analysis. The corresponding A1 and B1 particularly 
saturation function coefficients result and the same procedure 
is followed up for different phase current values i2, i3…. 

A set of particularly saturation functions are obtained, A1, 
A2…,B1, B2…and the A and B coefficients are now computed 
via a curve fitting procedure. 

If the motor is slightly saturated, the saturation function can 
be considered constant 

0SS KK                                       (4) 

The tangential force developed is calculated with the usual 
equation: 
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The flux linkage derivative function of mover position is: 
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The tangential force analytical expression can be obtained 
but, even if A(i) and B(i) are polynomials of second order, it 
might be quite complicated. Therefore, an approximation of the 
integral based on a particular case of Newton-Cotes method 
with the interpolating Lagrange polynomials of first degree is 
recommended [13]. 
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In same references, [14] for instance, the SRM’s phase flux 
linkage is approximated by a Fourier series with limited 
number of terms. If only two terms of the Fourier series are 
considered, then: 
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where λal and λun are the phase flux linkage with the mover in 
aligned, respectively unaligned position. 

The nonlinear flux-linkage versus current characteristics in 
aligned mover position can be estimated via a curve fitting 
procedure, a ratio of polynomials being employed, 
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The flux linkage versus current characteristics in unaligned 
mover position is almost a linear function of phase current and 
can be estimated as: 

iL unun 0                                        (10) 

where L0un is the unsaturated unaligned phase inductance. 
The flux linkage derivative, in the case of this simplified 

model is: 
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The integral I that has to be calculated to obtain the 
tangential force, 
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can be solved analytically. 
From (7) (8) results: 
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respectively: 
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The equivalent reluctances 0 and 1 are: 
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and the aligned al , respectively unaligned un  
reluctances, which depend on phase current, are defined as: 
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The phases flux linkage is described by the variable 
equivalent permeance model, 
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Then the following equivalence results: 
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It means that, formally, the defined models are equivalent 
and the general results obtained by using one of them are valid 
in the case of the second model too. 

IV. 2D-FEM ANALYSIS 

Both models require the data obtained through 2D-FEM 
analysis for two mover positions, aligned and unaligned. The 
actual designing procedure includes compulsory 2D-FEM 
analysis in order to obtain a suboptimal solution and to 
calculate the motor characteristics, mainly the tangential force 
versus mover position at different current characteristics. 

It means that the flux linkages versus current characteristics 
necessary for the models calculation are always at hand and no 
other supplementary work is required.  

The 2D-FEM analysis is preferred since the construction of 
the 2D structure is simpler and the results, except the leakage 
inductance of the end winding, are quite the same as for the 
ones obtained via 3D-FEM analysis, mostly for the 
magnetizing flux whose variation produces the tangential 
force. 

The 2D-FEM analysis was done only for the case when both 
coils of the phase are supplied adequately to add their mmf. A 
symmetrical structure for phase A is considered, Fig. 3. The 
mover’s position in Fig.3 is closer to the aligned position. For 
the same position in Fig. 4, the variation of the air-gap flux 
density is given. 

As one can see, if the coils of the same phase in both 
modules are supplied, than practically there is no flux in the 
air-gap through the poles of other two phases. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Sample LSRM, flux lines, one phase supplied 
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Fig. 4.  Sample LSRM, air-gap flux density, one phase supplied 

 
Fig. 5.  Tangential force versus mover position, different phase mmf values 

In Fig. 5 is given a comparison between the tangential force 
versus mover position at different values of phase mmf 
calculated via 2D-FEM analysis and respectively by using the 
model based on Fourier series with two terms only for phase 
flux-linkage. As one expects, the force calculated via analytical 
model has almost a sinusoidal form and is less affected by 
saturation, but it covers quite adequately the phenomenon 

The analytical model based on variable air-gap equivalent 
permeance concept, which was used mostly in the designing 
process, is not further developed here, but, as proved already, 
the results should be similar. 

V. PHASE FLUX, DIFFERENT SUPPLY CONDITIONS  

Three cases can be considered concerning the way the phase 
coils are supplied. The first and the most usual one, is the case 
when the homologous phase coils form both modules are 
supplied adequately. In such a case, see the field lines in Fig. 3, 
the flux produced by one phase mmf does not go through other 
phases poles in the air-gap.  

The second case considered is that one when from two three-
phase modules only one is supplied. In this case the magnetic 
equivalent circuit, when the core reluctances are considered 
through the saturation function, is presented in Fig. 6. The 
resulting flux equations are given in Table 2. In the third case 
only one module, also with three phases is considered. The 
magnetic equivalent circuit for this case is given in Fig. 7 while 
the flux equations are given in Table 2.  

 

RgA R’gB R’gC RgA
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Fig. 6. Magnetic equivalent circuit, two modules 

 
Fig. 7. Magnetic equivalent circuit, one module 

TABLE II 
THE PHASE FLUX EQUATIONS. THREE PHASE MOTOR, ONE COIL OF PHASE A SUPPLIED 

Two modules One module 
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The reluctances are: 
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In the case when DSL-SRM has only one three phase 
module, the phase fluxes given in Table 2, second column, the 
resulting traction force, for a constant phase current is: 
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The maximum value of the traction force is obtained at the 
mover position when the force derivative is zero, 
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the maximum force value being: 

TiT ff 6.2max11                                (23) 

In the case when DSL-SRM has two three phase modules, 
only one phase coil supplied, first column in Table 2 results: 

)2sinsin4(21  aff TiT                                (24) 

 2/797.1,797.1 maxmax pMxrad              (25) 

TiT ff 117.4max21                                (26) 

All values are calculated for a=0.5. The variation of the 
tangential forces fT11 and fT21 referred to fti, function of 
equivalent angle α, are given in Fig. 8 for two values of the a 
coefficient., a = 0.3 and a = 0.5. 

 
Fig.8. Referred tangential forces versus mover position 

VI. DSL-SRM CONTROL 

The control strategy should be based on the traction force 
versus mover position characteristics and its goal is to assure 
the maximum average traction force at a given current. Since 
the coefficient a is varying function of phase current, the 
steady state force versus mover position characteristics are 
giving only basics information and the control strategy should 
be checked via computer simulation of the entire drive system. 

In the following, the SIMULINK program developed for the 
drive system in the case of a two three phase module DSL-
SRM, both phase coils adequately supplied, and some of the 
obtained results are presented.  

In Figure 9 a schematic view of the SIMULINK model is 
presented. A speed control is implemented and the results are 
checked for a trapezoidal speed profile. Fig. 10 displays the 
speed profile and the actual DSL-SRM speed which follows 
exactly the reference. A 30N load force is applied. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 9.  Dynamic modeling using SIMULINK environment 

 
Fig. 10.  Reference speed profile and actual DSL-SRM speed 
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Fig. 11.  Tangential force time, per each phases and total force 

In the dynamic SIMULINK model, all the inductances and 
back emf values are implemented using the analytical model 
presented in the paper. For the tangential force look-up tables 
have been used, in order to obtain a more realistic profile, 
although the analytical model can be used too, as it gives a 
proper maximum force and a close pattern to that given by 2D-
FEM, Fig. 5. 

Fig. 11 displays the tangential forces during the simulation. 
It can be seen that the force ripple increases with speed and the 
average force value is the highest in the acceleration region and 
the lowest in the deceleration region.  

The system modeled is particularly useful for adjusting the 
ON/OFF turn angles of the SRM phases, checking the limit 
speed that can be reached as well as the maximum attainable 
acceleration, among others. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

A double sided modular linear switched reluctance motor, 
with one mover and practically zero attraction force, is 
considered. Despite its quite large demand for reactive power, 
the DSL-SRM is an attractive alternative for low or high speed 
mass transfer drive systems. 

In the paper, an attempt to an analytical development for 
DSP-SRM drive control is made. Two analytical models are 
developed for the considered linear motor. One model is based 
on the air-gap variable equivalent permeance concept. Within 
the second model, the motor phase flux linkage is described via 
a Fourier series with only two terms. The models’ equivalence 
is proved too. 

Three cases, concerning the way the phase coils are supplied 
are considered. 

i) Both modules coils of a three phase double module 
motor are fed 

ii) Only one coil of a three phase double module motor is 
fed 

iii) The only phase coil of a three phase single module 
motor is fed. 

The phase fluxes are calculated in the last two cases since 
the first case there are no fluxes in the air-gap from the un-
energized phases. The DSL-SRM designed sample dynamic 
behavior, in the case of both modules coils supplied, are 
studied. The conclusions that came out of the presented study 
are: 
i) The analytical models developed for DSL-SEM describe 

adequately the motor behavior, as seen from the 
comparison between the analytic calculated values and 
that obtained via 2D-FEM analysis. 

ii) A control strategy can be developed based on analytical 
obtained results but it covers only partially the 
phenomenon, due to the important core saturation 

iii) The SIMULINK program built on the analytic model can 
be a very useful tool in checking different control 
strategies. 

It should be also pointed out the fact that the entire 
development presented for DSL-SRM can be easily applied to 
other similar motors with few changes. 
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